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Repairs: The head is grafted to a separate neck and the peg holes have been bushed by the
maker before varnishing. There is also a repaired crack in the side at the lower bass side corner
block. These things are all part of the antiquing process. There are no other repairs.
Condition: This instrument is new and shows little wear, though there is extensive shading and
antiquing done by the maker.
Comments: Immediately attractive to the eye and comfortable in the hand, this violin will
satisfy a player’s expections. The tone is perhaps more brilliant than dark, clear and loud
without being harsh. It is faithful to the Bergonzi model with a body length of 353mm. and a
comfortable playing string length of 328mm.
* * *
Filippo Protan was born in 1969 in Perugia, amongst the
hills of Umbria, Italy.
As a child Filippo spent a lot of time with his grandfather,
playing in his sculpture workshop where he developed an
irresistible attraction to woodworking. From his grandfather
he also inherited a great passion for music, which led to
studying classical piano at the Conservatorio di
Perugia and which he currently keeps alive by playing jazz
with different ensembles.
Filippo started his training at the Scuola per Maestri Liutai e
Archettai in Gubbio, Umbria, where he made his first
instruments and at the end of the three year course decided to
become a professional violin maker.
He left his job as a solicitor and moved to England in order
to improve his making and repairing skills at the Newark
School of Violin Making.
From July 2007 to August 2010 he worked at the n Roger
Hansell workshop, in North Yorkshire. Working under
Roger’s discipline provided the opportunity to reach a truly professional level thanks to the
finesse of his skills as instrument copyist and his remarkable ability to create tonal reproductions.
In September 2010 Filippo moved back to Italy, where he setup his workshop in Corciano,
Perugia. In September 2013 he received the award for the best sounding violin at the
International violin making competition in Pisogne, Lombardia, Italy.
http://protaniviolins.com/
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Description: This violin has a two-piece back of European maple showing medium figure
running perpendicular to the centre joint. The sides and head are of similar material while the
grafted neck showes finer figure. The front is of two-pieces of Italian spruce showing medium
grain in the centre, becoming finer at the soundholes and then broader towards the edges. The
fittings are of ebony. The varnish is of an orange-brown colour over a yellow ground with
extensive shading and antiquing done by the maker. The head has been grafted to the neck and
the peg holes have been bushed the maker before varnishing. As well, there is a repaired crack
in the sides at the lower bass side corner block. These are all part of the antiquing process and
are barely noticeable. There are no other repairs.
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Back Measurements:
Length: 353 mm.
Upper Bout: 165 mm.

Middle Bout: 109 mm.

Lower Bout: 208 mm.

This violin is in new condition. It is registered in our records as RKT-2043.
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